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Abstract. Within an international collaboration framework, the accuracy of rotor
aerodynamic models used for design load calculations of wind turbines is being assessed. Where
the use of high-fidelity computation fluid dynamics (CFD) and mid-fidelity free-vortex wake
(FVW) models has become commonplace within the wind energy community, these still fail to
meet the requirements in terms of execution time and computational cost needed for design
load calculations. The fast but engineering fidelity blade-element/momentum (BEM) method
can therefore still be considered the industry workhorse for design load simulations.

At the same time, upscaling of wind turbine rotors makes inflow non-uniformities (e.g. shear,
veer, turbulence) more important. The objective of this work is to assess model accuracy in
non-uniform inflow conditions, which violate several BEM assumptions. Thereto a comparison
in turbulent inflow has been executed including a wide variety of codes, focusing on the DanAero
field measurements, where a 2.3-MW turbine was equipped with, among other sensors, a pressure
measurement apparatus. The results indicate that, although average load patterns are in good
agreement, this does not hold for the unsteady loads that drive fatigue damage and aero-
elastic stability. A simplified comparison round in vertical shear was initiated to investigate
the observed differences in a more controlled manner. A consistent offset in load amplitude was
observed between CFD and free-vortex codes on the one hand and BEM-type codes on the other
hand. To shed more light on the observations, dedicated efforts are ongoing to pinpoint the cause
for these differences, in the end leading to guidelines for an improved BEM implementation.

1. Introduction
Within the framework of International Energy Agency (IEA) Wind Task 47 [1], an international
consortium assesses the accuracy of rotor aerodynamic models used for wind turbine design.
Here, measurement data from field tests and wind tunnels are used to validate the model
predictions. This has been an ongoing effort for decades [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. Although the
use of high-fidelity computation fluid dynamics (CFD) and mid-fidelity free-vortex wake (FVW)
models has become commonplace within the wind energy community, they still fail to meet
the requirements in terms of execution time and computational cost needed for design load
calculations. Therefore, the fast but engineering fidelity blade-element/momentum (BEM)
method can therefore still be considered the industry workhorse for design load simulations.
For uniform, constant inflow conditions and straight blades, the above-mentioned validation
exercise has resulted in successful code validation, provided that the input is carefully selected,
mitigating the ’human factor’ [9]. Here, it is stressed that for a good agreement between CFD
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and lifting line models, it is required that the airfoil data fed to the lifting line codes is consistent
with sectional predictions from CFD.

For non-uniform inflow conditions such as turbulent inflow, which is prescribed for fatigue
load simulations, it has been less straightforward to achieve satisfactory agreement between
simulations themselves [10, 11], as well as between predictions and measurements. At the same
time, upscaling of wind turbine rotors has made these inflow non-uniformities (e.g. shear,
veer, turbulence) more important. It is noted that the often unknown spatial and temporal
distribution of the wind field complicates a consistent comparison against field measurements.
In addition, inflow agreement between lifting line and CFD simulations is complicated by the
different position of specifying the wind input, namely in the rotor plane or further upstream in
the domain, respectively. Although engineering methodologies have been devised to circumvent
this challenge [12], it remains impossible to achieve identical inflow conditions due to the
propagation and convection of the wind field within the CFD domain and its interaction with
the rotor.

From the modeling point of view, the one-dimensional axial momentum equation as
implemented in BEM assumes that the inflow conditions are axi-symmetric (or uniform) with
respect to the streamtube considered. In turbulent inflow conditions (or any other non-uniform
inflow condition such as sheared or waked inflow), it may be clear that this is not the case. In
addition, the influence of neighbouring elements and other blades are not taken into account in
BEM theory and each annulus is treated independently. For a constant circulation distribution
with span, this assumption could be justified, but in non-uniform inflow conditions, this is
certainly not the case. Beside these shortcomings, engineering models for dynamic wake effects
are found to dampen out rotor induction fluctuations due to inflow variations, depending on their
implementation [13]. On the other hand, lifting line FVW methods also have their limitations,
as for most of the vortex filament methods, the interaction between vorticity in the inflow and
the wake is neglected [14].

The objective of this work is to assess model accuracy in non-uniform inflow conditions and
to identify where improvements need to be made.

2. Methodology
The DanAero turbine has been a subject of investigation, which is a 80-m rotor diameter 2.3-
MW wind turbine instrumented with, among others, surface pressure measurement equipment
at four sections along the blade at 13, 19, 30 and 37 m from the rotor center [15] [16]. A
detailed aero-elastic model description has been released that enables aero-elastic modeling of
the turbine. Integrating the measured surface pressures around the sectional airfoil contour
resulted in the chord-normal and tangential pressure forces at these four stations. Meteorological
measurements were performed using a mast located 313 m (3.9 diameters) in the southwesterly
direction (237◦) upwind from the turbine. The meteorological mast included cup and sonic
anemometers at 7 heights up to 93 m. More details about instrumentation can be found in [17].
The participants are summarized in Table 1, contributing by using a variety of rotor aerodynamic
models ranging in fidelity from BEM to blade-resolved CFD. A wind field was generated using
a constrained turbulence generator [34], which was fed with time-resolved meteorological mast
measurements at seven different heights. A time series of approximately 400 s was selected with
relatively constant rotational speed in partial load, i.e. without pitch angle variation, featuring
an average axial induction factor of around 0.4 and angle of attack of 4 degrees at an 80%
span. It is noted that the averaged operational and inflow conditions are identical to a previous
comparison exercise in constant uniform inflow [9], which provides a foundation from which the
current comparison exercise can be performed. Three different versions of this case are pursued
as summarized in Table 2. A large number of partners then simulated the first test case with
constant rotational speed and a flexible turbine model. For the lifting line codes, engineering
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Table 1: High-level summary of participant codes and settings.

Legend Entry Participant Code Name Aero Model Struc. Model Ref.

DNV Bladed BEM DNV Bladed BEM multi-body [18]
DNV Bladed FVW DNV Bladed LL-FVW multi-body [18, 19]
DLR TAU DLR Tau RANS rigid [20]
DTU EllipSys3D DTU EllipSys3D RANS multi-body [21, 22]
DTU HAWC2 DTU HAWC2 BEM multi-body [23, 13]
DTU HAWC2NW DTU HAWC2 BEM plus nearwake multi-body [24, 25]
DTU HAWC2NWVC DTU HAWC2 NW plus vortex cylinder multi-body [26]
IFPEN BEM IFPEN DeepLines Wind BEM (AeroDeeP) multi-body [27]
IFPEN VL IFPEN DeepLines Wind LL-FVW (CASTOR) multi-body [27]
NREL BEM NREL OpenFAST BEM (AeroDyn) modal [28]
NREL OLAF NREL OpenFAST LL-FVW (OLAF) modal [29]
PoliMi Cp-Lambda PoliMi Cp-Lambda BEM multi-body [30]
TNOAero-BEM1 TNO AeroModule BEM multi-body [31]
TNOAero-BEM-S1 TNO AeroModule BEM (240◦ sector) multi-body [10]
TNOAero-AWSM1 TNO AeroModule LL-FVW (AWSM) multi-body [32]

1 When coupled to the structural solver Phatas [33], the legend entry is PhatAero instead of TNOAero.

Table 2: Summary of mean conditions and configurations for the turbulent inflow rounds.

Case Hub H. Wind Turb. Int. Rot. Speed Pitch Ax. Ind. AOA† Model
Name Speed [m/s] [%] [rpm] [deg] Factor† [-] [deg] Type

V1.1 6.1 7 13.2 (constant) 0.17 0.40 4 Flexible
V1.2 6.1 7 13.2 (constant) 3.00 0.25 2 Rigid
V1.3 6.1 7 13.2 (prescribed) 0.17 0.40 4 Flexible

† estimate at 80% span using a BEM simulation

model extensions are used to account for dynamic wake effects, yawed flow, turbulent wake state,
and dynamic stall and tower stagnation, and specific details can be inferred from the references
given in Table 1. In addition to the lifting line codes, also CFD simulations were fed with the
resulting wind field. However, the initial empty box CFD simulations suffered from unrealistic
coherence (apparent from the synthetic turbulence generator), which resulted in a large variety
between CFD codes for the propagated wind field at the rotor disk. Therefore, it was decided
to exclude CFD simulations for this round.

Before comparing the simulation results, it was ensured that identical inflow was prescribed
between the different codes by monitoring the wind speed at the hub and virtual probes co-
rotating with the blades. After several iterations, good results were obtained by comparing
both time series as well as statistics (average and standard deviation) of hub-height and blade
probe wind speeds, confirming that the simulations are aligned, and slicing through the same
wind field. This is illustrated in Figure 1 for the time series.
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Figure 1: Illustration of alignment between the lifting line codes by means of hub-height wind
speed (top) and undisturbed wind speed as registered by a virtual blade probe at 37 m from the
rotor center (below).

Figure 2: Comparison of measured and predicted normal force mean (top, standard deviation
and extremes added by black and grey lines on top) and standard deviation (below) values at
four radial stations 13 m, 19 m, 30 m and 37 m from the rotor center for case V1.1. The order
of the bars in the plots agrees with the order of the legend entry.

3. Results in turbulent inflow
Figure 2 confirms a good agreement in average load levels, visualized by the normal force from
the integrated pressure distributions at the four sections. However, the standard deviation shows
a large spread between measurements and models but also between the models themselves. For
the measurements, the standard deviation is obtained from the integrated pressure distributions.
The disagreement with measurements regarding the normal force standard deviation can
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Figure 3: Comparison of measured and predicted normal force standard deviation for case V1.3
(top, prescribed rpm time series) and case V1.2 (bottom, lower induction, rigid case) at four
radial stations 13 m, 19 m, 30 and 37 m from the rotor center. The order of the bars in the
plots agrees with the order of the legend entry.

originate from a large number of causes. Engineering judgement points at poor representation
of the inflow as only seven points were measured at the meteorological mast. To exclude the
influence of rotor speed variations, an iteration was performed with prescribed rotor speed
variations based on the measurements. Figure 3 illustrates that this case (V1.3) does bring the
simulations closer to the measurements. A closer look at the underlying cause reveals that the
predicted angle of attack and lift coefficient variations (judged by standard deviation) are hardly
altered from case V1.1. to V1.3. This result indicates the increase in normal force variations
is caused by the apparent dynamic pressure felt by the blades, which roughly scales with the
square of rotor speed times local radius. What remains is the discrepancy between the normal
force standard deviation predictions from the simulations, which feature large differences up to
20% for the FVW codes.

To further investigate the cause of these differences, a new computational case was defined
comparing only model results between each other. It was decided to steer away from the
turbulent wake state by increasing the blade pitch angle to 3 degrees, resulting in a lower
axial induction factor. In addition to that, differences in structural modeling were excluded by
prescribing a rigid turbine model, arriving at the definition of case V1.2. Despite these efforts,
the resulting normal force standard deviations as depicted in the bottom part of Figure 3 still
show large differences. A closer look reveals a consistent drop from BEM to FVW type codes,
in line with previous investigations [10], which indicates the differences are originating from the
aerodynamic modeling. This observation is further substantiated by the differences in unsteady
axial induced velocities, as illustrated in Figure 4, featuring a difference in standard deviation up
to a factor close to 3. The frequency content can be inspected by comparing the power spectral
density of the axial induced velocity, which reveals the difference in standard deviation mainly
to be caused by discrepancies at 1P (not shown here for the sake of brevity). However, also for
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Figure 4: Comparison of the predicted standard deviation of axial-induced velocities for case
V1.2 at four radial stations 13 m, 19 m, 30 m and 37 m from the rotor center. The order of the
bars in the plot agrees with the order of the legend entry.

Table 3: Summary of mean conditions and configurations for the sheared inflow rounds.

Case Hub H. Wind Shear Rot. Speed Pitch Ax. Ind. AOA† Model
Name Speed [m/s] Exp [-] [rpm] [deg] Factor† [-] [deg] Type

V1.4 6.1 0.35 13.2 0.17 0.40 4 Rigid
V1.5 6.1 0.35 13.2 3.00 0.25 2 Rigid

† estimate at 80% span based on BEM simulations

the higher frequencies, more energy content can be observed for the FVW models. A deeper
dive concluded that shed vorticity effects due to circulation variation in time are an important
contributor to the high-frequency fluctuations observed in the FVW codes. For many of the
BEM results, shed vorticity effects are also accounted for (e.g. by unsteady airfoil aerodynamic
submodels [35]), but these are applied to force coefficients instead of induced velocities. To
investigate the observed differences in a more controlled manner, a code comparison round in
pure vertical shear was defined, allowing CFD contributions to be included more easily.

4. Sheared inflow investigation
4.1. Methodology
The hub-height wind speed was chosen to be identical to the mean value from the turbulent
round, together with blade pitch angle and rotational speed, ensuring that angles of attack
remain in attached flow without dynamic stall effects. However, care has to be taken to prevent
differences due to the speed-up of the flow between the ground and the rotor (altering the
effective shear profile), which is taken into account for the CFD simulations but not for the
BEM simulations. Therefore, the hub height of the DanAero turbine was elevated to 100 m,
which was verified by FVW simulations mirrored around ground level to be a safe distance not
to alter the inflow field. A shear exponent of 0.35 was prescribed, resulting in a wind speed
difference of 2 m/s between the top and bottom of the rotor plane. This is roughly equivalent
to a shear exponent of 0.2 in combination with the original hub height of 57 m. In addition, the
tower stagnation was not modeled to focus purely on the effect of shear. Table 3 summarizes the
two cases, denoted as V1.4 and V1.5, which differ again in the loading of the rotor as illustrated
by the axial induction factor.
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Figure 5: Comparison of the predicted variation of axial induced velocity (left) and chordnormal
force (right) with rotor azimuth angle for case V1.5 at 37 m (76%R) from the rotor center. Solid
lines represent BEM-type codes, dashed lines represent the FVW codes and dotted lines represent
the CFD results.

4.2. Results
A selection of representative results in terms of azimuthal variation with shear is given in Figure
5. Although a visual inspection of the load variation with azimuth shows the expected dip for
the blade pointing down, the variation of induced velocities (and hence also of angles of attack)
reveal large scatter. Previous investigations in vertical shear have indicated a need for a local
BEM implementation to match higher-fidelity model results [36], although the resulting load
amplitudes were not compared quantitatively. The compared BEM implementations all feature
a local evaluation of the momentum equations, but the specific implementations seem to differ
significantly, resulting in different amplitudes and phases. The normal force and induced velocity
amplitudes in Figure 6 are comparable to previous investigations [10], now featuring results from
two CFD codes and five vortex wake models. Similar to the turbulent inflow comparison, load
amplitudes are up to 20% higher for standard BEM-type codes in comparison to the FVW but
also CFD models.

To shed more light on the observations, the lifting line code results have been re-processed to
include local axial force coefficients (using normal and tangential forces) and local axial induction
factors (using axial induced velocities). As such, the level of agreement with momentum theory
can be assessed. The following two main options are pursued to perform this data reduction:

• Local
The local undisturbed wind speed at the quarter chord point is used to non-dimensionalize
both the axial force and induced velocities at each radial station and azimuth angle.

• Annulus
The hub-height wind speed is used to non-dimensionalize both the axial force and induced
velocities, which are first averaged over all azimuth angles to determine annulus averaged
values. This technique then results in a separate value for each radial position only.

In addition, the axial induction factor should be corrected for the finite number of blades, hence
it should not be the local value at the blade. For the BEM simulations, this is corrected by
applying the Prandtl factor; however, this is less straightforward for the vortex wake codes. The
same Prandtl factor distribution with radius has been applied to post-process all BEM and FVW
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Figure 6: Comparison of amplitudes of axial induced velocity (left) and normal force (right)
for sheared inflow (case V1.5). The order of the bars in the plots agrees with the order of the
legend entry. Please note the two CFD codes (DLR Tau and DTU EllipSys3D) cannot provide
lifting-line-induced velocities and are therefore omitted in the plot on the left-hand side.

Figure 7: Comparison of agreement with the theoretical momentum curve for the annulus average
(left) and local approach (right) (case V1.5 at 76%R).

code results, where it is noted that this largely affects the stations at 13 m and 37 m (33%R
and 92%R). Also, for the inboard stations, the contribution of drag is significant for which the
inclusion in momentum theory can be debated.

The resulting plots for case V1.5 at 76% R in Figure 7 show that it can be inferred that,
despite some outliers, most codes seem close to annular momentum theory, as the scale of
variation in the plot is rather small. For the local approach, this certainly is not the case.
The FVW codes (dashed lines) seem to vary with rotor azimuth at a larger angle than the
BEM results, compared to the direction of the local tangent of the momentum curve. Although
there is a large variety between the BEM codes (solid lines), their variation seems to align
with the direction of the momentum curve, which should be the case if a standard local BEM
implementation has been applied. However, the loop of several BEM results, departing from the
theoretical momentum curve, is still considerable. A closer look at the cause for these differences
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Figure 8: Comparison of agreement with the theoretical momentum curve for the local approach
with and without the dynamic inflow model (left) and for sector averaging the reference wind
speed over a 240-degree-wide annular sector (right) (case V1.5 at 76%R).

reveals engineering models that interfere with momentum equilibrium. It was found that some
models predict a non-zero dynamic inflow inertia term for this sheared case, because of assumed
proportionality to the time derivative of the local rather than the annulus averaged axial-induced
velocity, the effect of which is illustrated in Figure 8. Also, decoupling the unsteady airfoil data
correction from the induction calculation was found to potentially drive the results away from
momentum equilibrium. Furthermore, it was verified that the difference in load amplitude
between the vortex and BEM codes is not impacted by shed vorticity effects, which are typically
modeled in the BEM codes and can be considered negligible for reduced frequencies around
k=0.01.

The fact that the local momentum plots for FVW codes feature a loop that is systematically
angled differently, compared to the slope of the theoretical momentum curve, questions the
applicability of local momentum theory for non-uniform inflow conditions. Considering a full
360-degree annulus is balanced by the force of a finite number of blades, the representative free-
stream velocity and axial force coefficient (as used in momentum theory), could be hypothesized
to be averaged over an azimuthal sector. Post-processing the force and induction results in
a sector-averaged reference wind speed, shown in Figure 8, which improves the agreement of
vortex code results with the theoretical momentum curve. Implementation of this concept in a
BEM code has been pursued in the TNOAero-BEM-sector results, which predicts results closer
to FVW codes as illustrated in Figures 5 to 8. The observations and improvements are subject
to further investigation and part of the ongoing efforts within IEA Wind Task 47.

5. Conclusions
An aero-elastic code comparison in turbulent inflow, focusing on the 2.3-MW DanAero field
turbine, has been executed within the framework of IEA Wind Task 47, with contributions from
a wide variety of aero-elastic codes. The results indicate that although average load patterns
are in good agreement, this does not hold for the unsteady loads that drive fatigue damage and
aero-elastic stability. A simplified comparison round in vertical shear was initiated to investigate
the observed differences in a more controlled manner. A consistent offset in load amplitude was
observed between CFD and FVW codes on the one hand and BEM-type codes on the other
hand. To shed more light on the observations, dedicated efforts are ongoing to pinpoint the
causes for these differences, leading to guidelines for an improved BEM implementation. The
initial results point at improving the integration of engineering models and consideration of
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momentum in sectors or azimuth averaging to pave the way forward.
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